10 Predictions
How we expect
consumers & categories
to behave post lockdown

An Apple a day,
everyday.
Insight: It is obvious that people will be more concerned about hygiene and
immunity as a direct consequence of COVID-19. But overall health consciousness
will increase driven by a desire to avoid going to the doctor’s clinic due to any
other disease – a place for potential source of infection.

Triggers

New waves of COVID19 in social circles

Who?

Everybody – especially
families with aged parents
and children

Categories that benefit

Nutritious foods, wellness
products, insect repellents,
home care products, oral care,
ACs, air purifiers… many
more

Actions: Repurpose communication, generate new claims, expert marketing programs,
better targeting & scheduling.
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1. More Health Consciousness

Temple, Mall,
Playground in one
Insight: Socializing outside will be replaced by calling ‘trusted’ friends & family to
home. People will want to beautify homes, increase entertainment options
(especially for playdates), and want easy serving options for parties, religious
gatherings etc.
Triggers

Weekends, holidays,
festivals, birthdays,
anniversaries…

Who?

Socially active families

Categories that benefit

Home decor, Paints,
consumer durables, Gaming,
QSRs/restaurants, AlcoBev
companies, speciality foods

Actions: Develop low contact, premium looking products & services. Create certified
field force that can deliver services at home. Innovate on packaging. Spur new habits
(e.g. what replaces greeting cards & small gifts? Can you build a DIY culture?)
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2. Home as a Social Hub

Feels Expensive,
Costs Less
Insight: Facing job insecurity or salary cuts, households will be forced to
economize. They will hate it & would try to hide it from others but brands that
look expensive (but cost less) will be preferred if it comes from trusted sources.

Who?

Categories that benefit

Every time we buy an

Most urban families. But

infrequent category.

especially white collared,
young families with loans.

Generic for all categories - but
especially relevant for
categories used/bought in
front of others.

Triggers

Actions: Focus on packaging. Create new brands/sub-brands to mask price
signalling. Create new sub-cultures - what is socially acceptable.
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3. Premium Economizing

A Woman’s work is
never done
Insight: As income reduces/is threatened, more women will try to earn additional
income. By becoming tutors, starting art classes or small businesses (resellers). This
could spill over to older children (18+) and sometimes to the husband. Many will be
forced to do this despite hesitation and low self-confidence.
Triggers

Who?

Monthly EMI bills,
utilities etc. Medical
emergencies

Most urban families. But
especially white collared,
families with loans.

Categories that benefit

Women oriented brands, Edu
Tech, online cabs…

Actions: Brands can be strong emotional enablers & cheerleaders to this process (at
the least) and motivate her to not give up. But beyond that, help in managing worklife, help her cope and thrive and help her step out confidently to work (especially
first timers).
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4. Second Income

Atmanirbharta in
the villages
Insight: As migrant workers return home and stay back until the situation stabilises,
there will be self sufficient micro-economies within villages. Barter systems, goods for
labour systems will emerge. There will be increased dependence on money-lenders.
There will be low hope for the future.
Triggers

The great migration.
Negative economic
news.

Who?

Rural families with one/two
members working in cities and
repatriating money home.

Categories that benefit

FinTech, EduTech, Co-ops

Actions: Create localised peer-to-peer rural networks (lending, job searches etc). Spur
local manufacturing (local bakeries, snacks, apparel etc) that can absorb extra labour.
Online vocation courses - carpentry, mobile/electronic repair. Create online
marketplaces for specialised produce (flowers, local foods, local handicrafts etc.).
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5. Rural Micro Economies

Working Capital
Punishment
Prediction: Many local brands - especially in foods & personal care will struggle in
the coming months due to disrupted working capital flows. This happened post
demonetization and GST too.
Not just small manufacturers but marginal retailers too will struggle with cash
management. The credit they used to get from wholesalers will reduce significantly.
Big giants can step up and increase market share.
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6. The Death of Local

Actions: Large brands must take this opportunity to increase their direct distribution
to rural markets. They should not depend on wholesale markets and feeder markets for
redistribution. Strengthening their distribution will be a long term investment.
Multi-brand companies - especially in categories with high frequency of purchase
should look at mobile vans that sell directly to rural consumers.
Monthly haats will become more important as a platform for sales and consumer
contact.

Right Type, Right
Swipe
Insight: The search for partners and the rituals of early relationships will be
transformed in an age of social distancing. Players will need to balance between
trusted contacts vs meeting new people. As gyms, restaurants, clubs, workspaces thin
out, new spaces for this game will need to be created.
Who?

Categories that benefit

As lockdown lifts but

Large Metro, upper/middle

social distancing
remains

class working singles.

Online platforms, fitness
clubs & brands, youth affinity
brands, Automobiles

Triggers

Actions: Create member only social sub-networks around affinities (fitness, fashion,
movies, music, dance etc) using social distancing as a trigger. Use multi-level
marketing techniques to this space to facilitate meetings between contacts with
one degree of separation. Brands become the platform.
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7. The New Mating Game

8. Building Your CV

Insight: Young people about to start work or early in their careers will face severe
uncertainty. They will be insecure about current jobs and will find it difficult to predict
which sectors will boom in the future. They will try to mitigate this uncertainty by
acquiring wider qualifications - educational & experience.
Triggers

Every news wave of job
losses, salary cutback

Who?

Youth below 30

Categories that benefit
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What’s your COVID-19
story?

Edu Tech, online job platforms,
entrepreneurial networks,
accelerators, co-working spaces.

Actions: Create externally endorsed and certified online courses. Create opportunities for
workshops, internships and skills development. Help youth connect to more companies
and influencers. Counselling will become more important. Bootstrapping advice,
accelerators and other focused advice to start-ups. Platforms to facilitate the gig economy.

The Small, Lean
Indian Wedding?
Insight: The Indian marriage market - estimated anywhere between $50-150 billion will
be disrupted by social distancing and economic crisis. How do families deal with the
sensitive issue of a thinned guest list and less money to splurge will be fascinating. Can
the elaborate multi-event custom continue? Families will be under severe stress.
Triggers

As lockdown lifts but social
distancing remains

Who?

Upper/middle class

Categories that benefit

Apparel, Jewellery, Consumer
credit, travel, consumer durables,
home decor

Actions: Brands can either help mitigate the economic stress (consumer credit, value
packages, new premium looking - but inexpensive ranges) and/or create memorable
occasions (destination wedding in your town?). This is a good time for value starter
packages for people starting a new life together.
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9. Rishtey hi Rishtey

Trusted brands;
Heavy Investments
Prediction: As seen in earlier recessions and economic crises, big brands that are
market leaders tend to bounce back faster and typically increase their shares. This
is driven by a variety of factors - higher mental availability, better distribution
and ability to sustain investments during downturns. Consumers also tend to go
back to trusted brands in a general flight to safety and enduring value.

Actions: If you are a big brand, don't cut back investments - this leaves the door
open to smaller brands. Build direct distribution - get back control and
relationships with the retailers. Focus on disrupting weaker players’ distribution
networks. Innovate to cover off flanks.
If you are a smaller/weaker brand - conserve cash - but experiment and pilot new
experiments intensely. Consumers’ behavioural patterns are disrupted and they
are open to trying very differentiated offerings that minimise their uncertainty
and pain they are going through.
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10. Big is Beautiful

Unpredictive Analysis
The Usual Caveat

We have said in our previous notes that we
are living in the realms of true uncertainty.
A level of ambiguity we have not faced in
the past.
In these scenario, it takes a degree of
foolishness and bravery to make definitive
predictions.
Please read the predictions in this spirit.
We think these are very likely scenarios.
But one can argue an opposite case too.

Frozen Activities: Voluntary & Mandated
Frozen Investments: “Conserve the ammunition”
Frozen Thinking: “Let the dust settle”
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